Five-Axis Tool Path Generation of Injection Mold Represented by T-Spline Surface
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Injection molding is widely used in industries to produce polymeric products. At present, compound NURBS surfaces are commonly used to represent freeform surfaces in mold models. This work uses T-spline surface with extraordinary control points instead of NURBS to represent freeform surfaces in mold models. Compared with NURBS, T-splines’ higher-order continuity facilitates the mold quality control especially at the patch boundary. And, its patch layout information can be utilized for tool path planning. We propose an algorithm to determine the patch processing order and generate nonretraction tool path for T-spline surface models. The tool paths are generated patch by patch using isoparametric strategy. Actual machining and injection molding experiments have been conducted. The result shows the feasibility of the proposed method, and the final product is in good quality.

1. Introduction

In today’s industry, polymer is one of the most widely used materials. To produce polymeric products, injection molding (IM) is extensively used and is characterized by low cost, high precision, high productivity, and production of complex products. In the past few decades, injection molding has achieved rapid development due to the growth of new applications in automotive, transportation, electronics, etc. Currently, about one-third of all polymeric products are produced by injection molding. Many researchers are dedicated to make progress in the field of injection molding. Hot research topics include mathematical modeling [1], online measurement, parameter optimization [2–4], mold design, and manufacturing methods [5–7].

One of the main goals in IM is the improvement of molded product quality. To produce high-quality molded product, a high precision mold has to be provided. As a typical situation of mechanical manufacturing, mold manufacturing also has its particularity. For example, as the geometric shape of a mold is usually complex, mold manufacturing is usually finished by milling operations. And, because the mold sometimes contains deep cavities, the five-axis milling is usually applied to avoid unintended gouges and collision. A lot of research has been reported about mold manufacturing including automatic polishing [8], machining parameter optimization [9, 10], and optimum parting direction determination [11].

Another major characteristic of mold manufacturing is that the mold is usually represented by freeform surfaces. Nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS) are widely used in the last few decades to represent freeform surfaces for design and manufacturing. To represent a simple shape, a single-patched NURBS surface model might be enough. To represent a complex shape, several NURBS patches are utilized, and each patch might be trimmed as needed. This kind of model is called compound NURBS surface model. Although the compound NURBS surface model is widely applied in CAD and CAM, it still has some disadvantages in use. The redundant control points in NURBS surface increase the
required storage space. Cracks or ripples usually appear between adjacent patches. And, the patch layout in compound NURBS surface model is usually not clearly defined. These disadvantages of NURBS trouble the CAD area for decades. And, in CAM area, these disadvantages also make tool path generation difficult. Generally, there are three major strategies to generate a tool path for a freeform surface model [12], isoparametric [13, 14], isoplanar [15] and isoscallop [16]. The isoparametric strategy uses a series of isoparametric lines as the cutter contact paths. For compound NURBS surface model, isoparametric strategy has to be applied patch by patch as the boundary between adjacent NURBS patches is usually discontinuous. The discontinuity may cause problems such as uncut material at patch boundaries. And, a retraction is usually needed to connect the tool path of two different patches. The machining time might become longer in this situation. The isoplanar strategy uses the intersection lines between the surface model and a series of planes as the cutter contact paths. Although this strategy is less sensitive to the model continuity, it assumes that the direction of the normal vectors of the surface does not change too much over the entire model. Thus, it is not a suitable method when the model has a complex geometry. The isoscallop strategy controls the scallop between two adjacent tool paths to be a constant. It is usually applied patch by patch like the isoparametric strategy. And, it also has the aforementioned shortcoming as the isoparametric strategy.

To overcome the defects of the compound NURBS surface model, T-splines were introduced by Sederberg et al. in 2003 [17]. As a generalization of NURBS, T-splines inherit most of the advantages of NURBS. Besides, T-splines have three attractive features over NURBS. Firstly, T-junctions are allowed in the control mesh of T-splines to avoid redundant control points. The computational cost can be significantly reduced for complex models. Secondly, the preimage of a T-spline surface does not have to be a rectangular region. Holes and irregular boundaries are allowed for a single T-spline patch. Thirdly, T-splines introduce extraordinary control points. Thus, a multipatch model can be merged into a watertight T-spline surface model with high-order continuity [18]. And, the patch layout information is clear in T-splines. With all these advantages, T-spline technique has been regarded as a promising technique. And, it has been regarded as a possible candidate for the future industry standard. In recent years, several works have been reported about T-spline CAM. Gan et al. proposed an improved SFC method to generate a non-retraction tool path for T-spline surfaces with irregular boundary [19]. Zhao et al. developed a STEP-compliant CNC system which uses T-spline surfaces to represent the freeform surface model in the system [20, 21]. And, Feng et al. proposed a T-spline surfaces direct slicing algorithm for FDM 3D printing [22]. Currently, all these existing T-spline CAM research focuses on the situation that the model does not contain extraordinary control points. However, the representation ability of a T-spline surface without extraordinary control point is quite limited. The T-spline surface without an extraordinary control point is no more complex than a single-trimmed NURBS patch. Therefore, T-spline CAM for mold manufacturing has to consider T-spline surface models with extraordinary control points to fully take advantage of T-splines. Thus, the aforementioned works are not suitable in the mold manufacturing application.

In this work, we propose to use T-splines instead of traditional compound NURBS surfaces to represent injection molds. We propose a five-axis tool path generation algorithm facing the T-spline surface model with extraordinary control points. The isoparametric strategy is applied as it is a simple and robust way to control the machining scallop. And, the T-spline patch layout is utilized to generate a non-retraction tool path. The rest of the article is constructed as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the basic theories of T-splines. Section 3 introduces the proposed algorithm to generate the five-axis tool path. The experimental examples include machining and injection molding are given in Section 4. And, Section 5 summarizes the whole paper and gives the conclusion.

2. Basic Theories of T-Splines

2.1. T-Spline Surface. The basic theory of T-splines can be found in detail in [17]. The algebraic formula of T-spline surface \( S(u, v) \) is the same as it of NURBS, which is defined as follows:

\[
S(u, v) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i B_i(u,v) P_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i B_i(u,v)},
\]

where \( P_i \) is the \( i \)-th control point, \( w_i \) is the weight of the control points, \( n \) is the number of 96 the control points, \( B_i(u,v) \) is the blending function which can be calculated according to the famous de Boor Cox recursion formula while the knot vector is defined using the ray-intersection method in [17]. Figure 1 gives a T-spline surface example, and the enlarged drawing on the right shows the control mesh topology and marked the T-junctions in the control mesh. The existence of T-junctions avoids the redundant control points and also reduces the computational consumption.

2.2. T-Spline Surface with Extraordinary Control Points. A surface with a complex topology cannot be represented using T-splines with a single global \( u,v \) parametric representation [23]. Besides, making isoparametric lines align with principal curvature direction will also benefit the shape representation [24]. Extraordinary control points are introduced to improve T-splines from these two perspectives. For T-spline surface with extraordinary control points, the entire surface model is constructed with several T-spline patches. Each patch has its own \( u,v \) parametric representation just like a NURBS patch in compound NURBS surface models. And, the parametric representation between the adjacent patches can be transformed with a translation and rotation transform. The basis functions of control points near the patch boundary have \( C^2 \) continuity at the patch boundary. Thus, the patch boundary of T-splines has high-
order continuity just like the interior of a patch. For the control point at the patch corner, if the number of patches that sharing this corner is not four, this control point is called an extraordinary control point. The region near the extraordinary control point (usually its two-ring neighbor) is called extraordinary region. Figure 2 gives an example of a T-spline surface model with 6 patches and 8 extraordinary control points. An extraordinary control point and its corresponding extraordinary region are shown in the figure. To evaluate the surface in extraordinary region, special treatment has to be applied [25]. In the very first definition of T-splines, a subdivision rule is applied to evaluate the surface in extraordinary region. This kind of model is called T-NURCCs (Nonuniform rational Catmull–Clark surfaces with T-junctions). And latter, as T-splines with extraordinary control points become commonly used, this kind of model is also called T-splines. As the subdivision rule used in T-NURCCs is not quite compatible with NURBS, several research have been reported about handling extraordinary control points by using template [26] or knot interval duplication [27] to avoid subdivision.

For the treatment of extraordinary control points, refer [27] for a good survey. And in this work, we handle the extraordinary control points with the original T-NURCCs subdivision rule. And thus the entire surface model is at least $C^2$ continues except the extraordinary position. The extraordinary position is the position on the surface associated with the extraordinary control point on the control mesh. At the extraordinary position, the surface is $G^1$ continues for other extraordinary control points handling methods, the obtained continuity in extraordinary regions might be worse than the subdivision based method. But as long as the continuity is not worse than $G^1$, the machining error at the patch boundaries can be ensured by ensuring the error of each patch. Thus, the proposed method is still capable of generating a suitable tool path.

The proposed algorithm regards the input model as a few rectangular patches. A pair of adjacent patch shares an entire edge of the patch. This perspective is consistent with many modeling approaches [23, 24]. Notice that if there are too many extraordinary control points or holes in the mesh, the size of a patch might be too small. In this situation, the tool path generated by the proposed method will be less efficient as we utilize a patch-by-patch machining process. But, as the T-spline design usually tries to minimize the number of extraordinary control points, the proposed algorithm is suitable in general.

2.3. Evaluation of the Geometric Properties. Local geometric properties of the surface are useful in path generation. In order to evaluate local geometric properties of the surface, partial differential of the surface should be established. The derivation of the geometric properties of T-splines can be found in [19]. For equation (1), we use the notation $B = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i B_i(u, v)P_i, W = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i B_i(u, v)$ and $S = B/W$. The first and second derivatives of the T-spline surface are as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
S_u &= \frac{B_u - W_u S}{W}, \\
S_v &= \frac{B_v - W_v S}{W}, \\
S_{uv} &= \frac{B_{uv} - 2W_u S_u - W_{uv} S}{W}, \\
S_{uu} &= \frac{W(B_{uu} - W_{uu} S - W_u S_u) + W_u W_v S - B_u W}{W^2}, \\
S_{uv} &= \frac{B_{uv} - 2W_u S_u - W_{uv} S}{W}.
\end{align*}
$$

The surface normal can be calculated as

$$
n = \frac{S_u \times S_v}{|S_u \times S_v|}$$

And, the first and second fundamental forms of the surface are
In the equations above, $\langle \cdot \rangle$ denotes mixed product and $|\cdot|$ denotes Euclidean norm. And, the symbols with subscripts denote its partial derivatives. As the partial derivative and first and second fundamental forms are calculated, the geometric properties such as local curvature can be easily obtained using the principle of differential geometry.

For the extraordinary region, the geometric properties are obtained using the same equations. But some conversion of control points and basic functions are needed according to extraordinary region handling strategy. For subdivision-based method, the control mesh has to be refined several times using the local refinement rule of T-NURCCs [17]. After local refinement, a part of the original extraordinary region will be evaluable and the local geometric properties can be evaluated using the aforementioned equations according to the refined control mesh. For the remaining part of the original extraordinary region, the local refinement rule can be applied iteratively, until it becomes evaluable.

3. Tool Path Generation

3.1. Algorithm Overview. The workflow of the proposed tool path generation algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The input of the algorithm is a T-spline surface model probably with several extraordinary control points. And, the output is a nonretraction tool path. The proposed algorithm includes the following steps. The connectivity of patches is analysed first. The topology layout of patches is obtained and represented as an undirected weighted graph. Then, the patch order is determined by solving a TSP problem using LKH solver. The transit corners of the tool path are selected using a back-tracking algorithm. For simple models, these steps can also be manually finished in consideration of the machining time or product texture. After patch order and transit corners are determined, the tool path is generated patch by patch using isoparametric strategy. In this step, we proposed a scallop tuning algorithm to make the tool path finish at the selected transit corner. In this work, we consider using ball-end mill as the tool. And, the posture of the tool is set to avoid gouge.

3.2. Patch Neighboring Relation Analysis. In the T-spline surface model, there are two kinds of patch neighboring relation, corner connection, and boundary connection. Two patches have a boundary connection means they share a boundary edge. And, two patches have a corner connection means they share a corner node but do not have a common boundary edge. The connection of the patches can be represented as an undirected weighted graph. An example of a patch layout and the corresponding undirected weighted graph is shown in Figure 4. And, patches are colored according to its neighboring relation with patch 0. The blue patches are boundary connected with patch 0. The green patches are corner connected with patch 0. And, gray patches are not connected with patch 0. In the undirected weighted graph, two kinds of connections can be distinguished using different weights. And, they are represented using different kinds of lines in the figure. Except for the neighboring relation, we also care about which corner or boundary edge of a patch is shared with the other. To denote corners and edges of a patch, consider a parametric surface patch whose parameter domain is a unit square in $\mathbb{R}^2([0, 1] \times [0, 1])$; the corner with coordinate $u = 0, v = 0$ is called the lower left corner of this patch. Similarly, the boundary edge with the algebraic expression $u = 1$ is called the right boundary edge of this patch. For a patch neighboring relation, it has to be clear which corner or boundary is shared by the two patches. This information usually can be obtained from the T-splines’ data structure. And, in the following discussion, we consider it as obtainable for algorithms.

3.3. Patch Order Determination. To generate a nonretraction tool path, the patch processing order has to be determined. The output of patch order determination and transit corner selection is a processing list containing several processing data element. And, each processing data element in the list contains the information including processing patch (patch ID), starting corner, finishing corner, and preferred crossfeed direction. The patch order and preferred crossfeed direction are first determined, and the transit corners are selected later. One limiting condition here is that the starting corner of a processing data element must be the same point as the finishing corner of the former processing data element. The preferred crossfeed direction in the record is used to define which crossfeed direction will be utilized when both crossfeed directions are acceptable. Consider that this process might be manually designed or modified especially when the patch layout is simple. For implementation, the processing list is saved as a file and input to the subsequent isoparametric tool path generation procedure.

The patch order has to ensure that two patches that are processed successively are adjacent in position. This problem can be regarded as a traveling salesman problem (TSP) to some degree. The TSP problem can be described as given a list of cities and the distance between each pair of cities and find the shortest possible route that visits each city exactly once and returns to the origin city. Here, we regard each patch as a city and regard each neighboring relation as a road
between cities. And, convert the patch order determination problem into a TSP problem. The neighboring relation between patches can be obtained from the undirected weighted graph. The distance weight of the same kind of connection is set to be the same value. To facilitate transit corner selection, boundary connection is preferred than corner connection. Thus, a large distance weight is assigned to a corner connection edge. And, because the tool path does not need to go back to the original position like the TSP problem, we add a zero-weighted link between the starting patch and the suggested finishing patch. The starting patch and suggested finishing patch can be set manually or randomly decided. The weight of this link is set to be zero because we prefer it to appear at the end of the TSP solution to virtually link the finishing patch and the starting patch. If this link appears at the beginning of the TSP solution, the patch order in the solution (except the first one) has to be reversed to put the finishing patch at the end.

To solve the TSP problem here, we use the LKH solver. The LKH is an efficient TSP solver which is published online. With LKH, for a typical 100-city problem, the optimal solution can be found in less than a second. It is also used to generate a kind of TSP tool path for freeform surfaces in other research [28, 29]. One possible zero-weighted link and a corresponding TSP solution for the graph in Figure 4 is shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). Figures 5(c) and 5(d) give an patch layout that a corner connection must be included in a TSP solution.

The preferred crossfeed direction is used to facilitate users to choose the crossfeed direction to optimize the machining time or control the machining texture. As default, the preferred crossfeed direction can be set to be u-direction or the direction results in a shorter isoparametric tool path to process this patch.

3.4. Transit Corner Selection. After the patch order is determined, the starting corner and the finishing corner have to be defined for each patch. These starting and finishing corners are the transit corners of the entire tool path to connect the adjacent patches. The proposed transit corner selection algorithm roughly consists of two parts, main loop of the algorithm and the backtracking part. In the main loop, the starting corner of the first patch (the starting corner point of the entire tool path) is randomly defined. Then, if the current patch and the next patch share a boundary edge, there are two possible situations and there will be at least one possible finishing corner for the current patch. If the current patch and the next patch only share a corner, there are three different situations. All these five situations are shown in Figure 6. The finishing corner will be selected from all the possible finishing corners. If there are two possible finishing corners, the one which is compatible with the preferred crossfeed direction will be selected. If both of them are compatible with the preferred crossfeed direction, the finishing corner will be randomly selected. After the finishing corner of the last patch is determined, the starting corner of the next patch is determined and the starting corner of the next patch can be selected in the same way. This process continues until the starting corner of the last patch is determined. And, the finishing corner of the last patch can be randomly selected. For a patch connected with the next patch with a corner connection, if the shared corner is the same as its starting corner, there is no possible finishing corner. In this situation, the algorithm turns into the backtracking loop and tries to back track to the former patch, set the currently used finishing corner as unusable, and keep searching for the possible solution. If the algorithm goes back to the first patch and still could not find a possible solution, the current patch order cannot generate a
nonretraction tool path. In this situation, it is suggested to adopt a retraction at the patch where the path generation is failed or tries to select another starting patch and generate a new patch order. Fortunately, this is not likely to happen, as we always take the boundary connection as the first choice in TSP solution. The flowchart of the transit corner selection algorithm is shown in Figure 7. And, one possible result of the patch layout in Figure 4 with the patch order in Figure 5 is shown in Figure 8.

3.5. Isoparametric Tool Path Generation. After the processing order is determined, the remaining task is to generate a tool path with the defined starting corner, finishing corner, and preferred crossfeed direction for each patch. This can be achieved easily using the isoparametric strategy. If the starting and finishing corners are at the same side of the patch, there is only one possible crossfeed direction. And, if the starting and finishing corners are located in the diagonal of the patch, the preferred crossfeed direction in the processing data record will be selected as the crossfeed direction.

Given the starting corner, the crossfeed direction, the tool radius, and the acceptable scallop height, there are various methods to generate an isoparametric tool path for a parametric surface with rectangular topology [19, 28]. Consider the situation that the lower left corner is the starting corner and the crossfeed direction is the u-direction. If the tool path has the algebraic expression $u = 0$. Then, a side step $\Delta u$ in parameter space is calculated according to the tool radius, the scallop height, and the geometric property of the surface. To calculate the side step $\Delta u$, we first sample a number of points on the current tool path. Then, for each point, calculate the side step in physical space using the following equation:

$$g = \sqrt{\frac{8hrR}{R + \text{sign} \cdot r}}. \tag{5}$$

As shown in Figure 9, $g$ is the side step in physical space, $r$ is tool end radius, $R$ is the surface curvature, $h$ is the scallop height, and sign is an operator whose value is 0 for flat surface, 1 for convex surface and $-1$ for concave surface. And, $\Delta u$ can be calculated for each sampling point by mapping the side step $g$ in physical space back into the parameter space. The calculation formula of $\Delta u$ is given in equation (6). And, for patches with v-direction as the crossfeed direction, the calculation formula of $\Delta u$ is also given in equation (6). The minimum $\Delta u$ among them is utilized as the side step in parameter space, and the second tool path can be generated by offset the first tool path with a
parametric distance $\Delta u$. And a series of iso-parametric lines can be generated by repeatedly performing this process. These isoparametric lines are the tool paths of this surface patch:

$$
\begin{align*}
\Delta u &= \frac{gF}{\sqrt{E^2G - EF^2}}, \\
\Delta v &= \frac{-gF}{\sqrt{EG^2 - F^2G}}.
\end{align*}
$$

(6)

To avoid retraction, the isoparametric lines are usually connected in a zig-zag way. As shown in Figure 10, for an isoparametric tool path starting from its lower left corner with $u$-direction as the crossfeed direction, there are two possible finishing corners. Before path generation, we cannot predict which corner will the zig-zag path finish at. In order to ensure the tool path finished at the expected corner, we propose utilizing a scallop tuning for patches that the isoparametric tool path does not finish at the expected finishing corner. Obviously, the finishing corner is decided by the odevity of
the number of the isoparametric lines. If the path number of the generated isoparametric lines is \( n \) and the finishing corner is not the expected one, generate a tool path with \( n + 1 \) isoparametric lines correcting the finishing corner. Thus, we slightly decrease the scallop height used in the tool path generation of this patch. For instance, if the original scallop is \( h \), it is first decreased by a constant step length such as 0.1\( h \). Then, an isoparametric tool path is generated with 0.9\( h \) scallop. If the number of isoparametric lines is still \( n \), the scallop will be decreased again with the step length 321. If the number of isoparametric lines is \( n + 1 \), the generated tool path of 322 can be used as the final result. Otherwise, if the number of isoparametric lines is greater than \( n + 1 \), the bisection method can be utilized to find a proper scallop between the current scallop and the original scallop and produce a tool path with \( n + 1 \) isoparametric lines.

For five-axis machining, the tool posture has to be determined for a tool path. As we consider ball-end mill as the machining tool in this work, the posture is set to avoid gouge. Without loss of generality, the direction of the tool axis direction which is gouge free and most close to the Z-axis is set to be the tool axis direction for five-axis machining. For other kinds of tools, posture can also be determined by other standard such as surface curvature matching.

4. Experimental Results

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, experimental results are given in this section. The test model is a keycap model with five T-spline patches and four extraordinary control points. As the work focuses on the machining of freeform surfaces, the model ignores the connecting structure of the keycap and only uses the shell part. The procedure of experiment is shown in Figure 11. Different patches in the model are shown in different color. The model is first input to the test program. The program generates the five-axis tool path using the proposed algorithm, and the corresponding Gcode file is also generated. The Gcode file is first simulated in Varicut software. And, the molds are machined using a five-axis machining center. After the molds are manufactured, the injection experiment is conducted on an injection molding machine to get the final product.

The machining center used here is a Mikron UCP 600 five-axis machining center. The injection molding machine
Mold material is 6061 aluminium alloy. The injection molding material is ABS. The convex model is in size of 14.4 mm × 14.4 mm × 6.8 mm, and the concave model is in size of 18 mm × 18 mm × 8.6 mm. To avoid local gouge or overcut, the finish machining cutting tool is a ball-end mill with 0.5 mm end radius. And, the scallop height limit is set to be 0.005 mm.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 12. The proposed method successfully generates a nonretraction tool path for the T-spline surface model with extraordinary control points. In each surface patch, the tool path is a zigzag isoparametric tool path. These tool paths are end to end. And, the machining of the molds is finished at once without retraction. As shown in Figure 11, the boundaries of the T-spline patches are located near the edges of the keycap model. It can be seen in Figure 12 that the quality of the molds and the polymeric products is quite good in all places. And, there is no visible defect at these patch boundaries.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new five-axis tool path generation algorithm facing the T-spline surface model with extraordinary control points. Mold manufacturing is a typical application of this algorithm. One major advantage of using T-splines instead of NURBS is that the mold quality can be well controlled especially at patch boundaries as the T-spline surface model has high level continuity all over the model. Besides, the proposed algorithm utilizes the patch layout information of T-spline models to generate a nonretraction tool path. And, we also performed the mold machining and injection test to manifest the proposed method.

So far, there are still lots of potential improvements to the current work. Firstly, the proposed method still generates the tool path in a patch-by-patch manner. One possible improvement is to merge the tool path in adjacent patch to further reduce the processing time. Machining texture is also a worthwhile topic to improve the surface quality of the model. In the experiment, we can see some machining texture which will somehow influence the surface smoothness of the final product. Another interesting research direction is the T-spline-based mold design. However, there are already many T-spline modeling algorithms and T-spline-based CAD software such as Rhino and Fusion 360. They are not facing the injection mold design situation. Functions such as parting surface design are needed for mold design.
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